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Disclaimer

This presentation is not based on comprehensive research (the Incluso project doesn’t include any legal research activity).

The Incluso project team submitted us some legal questions on which we try to give some first and basic elements of a possible answer, to the best of our own personal knowledge and without any guarantee.
Legal Questions: Overview

- Signing up
- Data Storage
- Intellectual Property
- Informed Consent
- Liability
- Confidentiality

- Minors vs Adults
- EU vs National Law
- Find Help
Signing Up

• How to sign people up to the social software platform of the organisation in the best legal way? Is there an existing format for a registration form that answers the minimal legal requirements?

• Youngsters, under the age of 13 are not allowed in social network sites. Can organisations like Tonuso set up closed environments (like NING) where they teach the youngsters how to use it?

• Related to the above question: youngsters under 13 are, most of the time, not allowed on social network sites. What if they do so anyhow at the centre where they reside?

• We have been signing up under-13s to Ning, and reasoning that because the site is closed to others we can control whom they communicate with, so is it okay to allow them to increase their age so they can get access?
NING, INC. TERMS OF SERVICE

Last Updated: July 20, 2010

Ning, Inc. ("Ning", "we" or "us") is an online service provider that provides a set of services and technology applications that enable users to create their own Networks utilizing our technology platform (the "Ning Platform"). Ning is not involved in the management of Networks on the Ning Platform and is not involved in the decisions relating to the focus of Networks or the Content uploaded or published to Networks using the Ning Platform. These are your Networks and, as a Network Creator, you are responsible for managing them in all respects (including the actions, conduct, and Content of Your Members) in compliance with these Terms of Service ("Terms of Service" or "Agreement").

These Terms of Service contain general terms that apply to all users of the Ning Platform whether they create, join or browse Networks. When using the Ning Platform, you will also be subject to the Ning Privacy Policy and additional posted guidelines, policies or rules applicable to specific services and features on the Ning Platform, which may be posted by us from time to time (collectively, the "Guidelines"). All of these Guidelines are part of this Agreement and are hereby incorporated by reference. If you are purchasing or using any Ning Credits; redeeming your Ning Credits in any Gift Store for Virtual Gifts; submitting Virtual Gifts for possible placement in Gift Stores ("Your Virtual Gift"); or participating in the Incentive Program, you will also be subject to the Ning Virtual Gift Terms.

Additionally, Users developing applications, websites or services for use on our Platform agree to the Ning Developer Terms of Service.
The Ning Platform is not directed to children younger than 13 and is offered only to users 13 years of age or older. If you are under 13 years old, please do not use the Ning Platform. Any person who provides their personal information through the Ning Platform represents to us that they are 13 years of age or older.
Data Storage

• If personal client information is stored on social software platforms, controlled by the organisation, what rules should they adhere to? Can they keep that information?
Data Storage

If personal client information is stored on social software platforms, controlled by the organisation, what rules should they adhere to? Can they keep that information?

Answer 1: This is part of the contract

Answer 2: Data privacy rules are applicable
What if youngsters put illegally downloaded material on your project website or our social software platform?

Youngsters download pictures, music, etc. and put them on our “closed” social platform. Can we allow that? Should we remove that material?
Intellectual Property

- What if youngsters put illegally downloaded material on your project website or our social software platform?

- Youngsters download pictures, music, etc. and put them on our “closed” social platform. Can we allow that? Should we remove that material?

1. See: Terms and Conditions

2. Platform Provider does not have a duty to systematically monitor

3. Platform Provider has to take adequate measures as soon as he is informed
Precautions

• What are the minimal legal precautions that organisations should put in place when starting up the use of social software as a supportive tool for the organisational work with youth? (minors + adults)

• Can an informed consent form make any difference in this matter? What should it look like?
If Things Go Wrong (Liability)

- What if minors (or adults) who are client at the organisation do illegal things? Can the organisation (or staff members) be held responsible because they provided for internet access (computer, internet access, training, ....)?
- Connecting to open wireless networks is illegal (at least in Belgium?) What if youngsters do so anyhow from the centre they reside in, or with computers that were set at the disposal of the youngsters by the centre?
- Tonuso works with young people that are all subject of the Flemish ‘Special Youth Assistance’. Tonuso cannot, by law, communicate in any way about the identity of the youngsters at Tonuso. What happens if Tonuso youngsters present themselves on social software platforms and give away that they are linked to TONUSO?
- Can an organisation, coach or staff member be held responsible if they provide and/or support access to the internet at the centre to youngsters who then use the internet to do illegal things? (e.g. selling drugs)
Online Coaching

- Communication between counsellor and client is in theory private. What if this private information is shared in an online platform that is shared with more counsellors at the centre?

Professional Secrecy
• How does all the above change if we consider minors or adults?
Is the national law concerning all the above topics different, depending on the country, or is this a EU-matter? As we are presenting a EU-report, it should be clear if the above is valid for the whole of Europe or perhaps only for one of the partner countries.
Find Help

- Is there a EU, or national Help Centre where organisations can go for help, if they have more questions on legal issues?
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